In an Edinburgh Evening News article published in 1884, the author noted that " [o]ne of the largest classes of working women, especially of young working women…is that of the shopgirls."
women. In its exploration of these circulating anxieties, the structure of this paper is twofold.
The first half outlines arguments presented by historians regarding the identity and textual representation of shopgirls in Britain. Contextual information highlights nineteenth-century Victorian gender norms in order to illustrate women's increasing roles in the public sphere over the century due, in part, to consumption. The latter half of the paper offers various textual examples illustrating the ways that perceptions of female shop assistants and "shopgirls" instigated widespread social anxiety, disrupting Victorian class and gender norms.
Historical studies of women's role in the public workforce gained scholarly attention during the era of second-wave feminism, which began in the early 1960s. 4 Since the second wave feminist movement, an increase in scholarly studies concerning gender has taken place.
From the study of gender, some academic scholars in the twenty-first century have examined the shop girl specifically. In her book Consuming Fantasies, Lise Sanders examines the emergence of the shopgirl, in which she contends that "the shopgirl" was a socially constructed identity that developed in late Victorian England through fantasies constructed in popular culture. 5 Sanders argues that while the modes of identifying women in regards to work were vast, shopgirls held "a unique position" as they came to symbolize "…the intersection between conservative ideologies of gender and class and new modes of female identity, behaviour and experience that suggest an ongoing resistance or discomfort with these ideologies." 6 Additionally, Sanders contends that, at the turn of the twentieth century, "the shopgirl" literary figure illustrated that the Victorian notion of separate gendered spheres was volatile, leading to numerous debates around female employers' moral, social, and sexual practices. public shoppers became predominantly feminine and fluid in terms of social class, disrupting "bourgeoisie gender ideology," which deemed public spaces and more generally the public sphere to be exclusively masculine. 16 The emergence of female consumers resulted in multiple debates concerning the social implications of women engaging in public consumption, such as intermingling among different social classes, class emulation, frivolous spending, sexual morality, as well as public dangers within urban centres. Ultimately, female shopping practices in the late nineteenth century disrupted gender and social norms in Britain, leading to sociocultural anxieties. 17 In a similar fashion, the anxieties that arose due to the emergence of female shoppers paralleled social anxieties around the entrance of women into the public workforce, particularly with the rise in female shop attendants.
Indeed, the disruption of gender norms extended beyond female consumers. By the late- A shift in cultural rhetoric regarding women and employment, most notably in the case of shop girls, emerged at this time. This was partially due to historical change in the methods of production and circulation of consumer goods. However, even in the twentieth century, female workers were still largely termed shop assistants in nonfiction texts, so the increased use of the term "shopgirl" cannot be completely seen as a historical evolution. Rather, the shift to the term "shopgirl" illustrates that, during the late Victorian era, a socio-cultural attempt was made through popular culture to impose the concept of "girl," which holds connotations of both femininity and youth, on to all shop assistants regardless of age. 21 Even though increasing numbers of women throughout the nineteenth century entered public spaces through means of employment and still upheld the notion of femininity through the term "shopgirl," their presence in the public sphere and in romantic texts illustrates their disruption of Victorian class and gender norms in the latter half of the century.
Female shop assistants and the fictional "shopgirl" generated social anxieties, including the loss of female domesticity, social mobility, morality, as well as urban dangers. Both men and women in Victorian Britain held these anxieties. In terms of the loss of female domesticity, the topic of shopgirls and their ability to be good wives appeared in several circulating articles.
Contemporary debates questioned whether female shop assistants were suited for domestic duties. 22 One contemporary author argued that female shop attendants were simply an illusion of a proper Victorian wife, which men only determined after marriage, stating:
During that blissful period, when love is young and love is all, his vision is ravished by the sight of a girl attired in the latest fashion…but once marriage has removed the necessity to serve behind the counter, the girl of fashion disappears and in her place is the slovenly woman…whose shoes are trodden over and…who doesn't care a pin of how she looks.
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The author presents shopgirls' inability to meet middle-class domestic norms and behaviours as a side effect of their lack of self-management, due to their working-class standing as represented in their unkempt garments and lack of care for their appearance. 24 Shopgirls' ability to present themselves as a proper Victorian lady through their work and fashion allegedly misled men into believing they were suitable Victorian wives. In this way, shopgirls generated socio-cultural anxiety through their ability to emanate proper femininity, leading to widespread fear that female domesticity was disappearing. 28 The increased freedom which female shopgirls experienced while working resulted in their inability to resist distracting pleasures, which, once married, took away their attention from husbands and children, as well as other domestic duties. Not only did shopgirls illicit anxiety over improper femininity and inability to perform domestic duties, but other articles warned shopgirls, who were no longer in their youth, to be careful not to become spinsters. 29 Overall, nineteenth century fiction and nonfiction texts frequently highlighted socio-cultural fears over the loss of female domesticity, as shopgirls were perceived as unable to reproduce Victorian gender norms in their marriage or via their behaviour, their appearance, and more broadly within the domestic sphere.
The mixing of socio-economic classes and the emulation of upper-class social practices generated further anxieties around the emergence of nineteenth-century female shop assistants and "shopgirls". Shops, and particularly department stores, attracted people from all backgrounds, which subsequently led to class mixing, as the majority of female shop assistants were from lower or working-class backgrounds due to the occupation's low pay, long hours, and demanding working conditions. Yet, by the turn of the century, "young ladies of birth and that, by purchasing a few crucial items that they could supplement through their income, they could transform themselves into elegant consumers, like middle and upper-class women. 35 At the same time, shopgirls were expected to wear clothes deemed "smart" to draw in high-class customers. Thus, fashion allowed shopgirls to manipulate their appearance, obscuring their class identity. 36 This class emulation was allegedly dangerous as it led many lower-class shopgirls to marry into wealth and higher status. 37 Through novelettes, advertisements, and the shopgirl occupation itself, women from working-class backgrounds employed as shop assistants were able to replicate the appearance of the higher classes, which generated social anxieties as it blurred Victorian class distinctions simply through the means of fashion.
Anxiety over social emulation was also produced when fictional novels presented upperclass women transforming themselves into working-class women. For example, the periodical Yellow Book incorporated many of Evelyn Sharp's short stories addressing such class transformations. Identity in the latter half of the nineteenth century increasingly became based on a person's profession, classifying woman as specific social types, such as the "showy shopgirl."
The "showy shopgirl" not only indicated class differences, but social respectability. Sharp's heroines often imitated shopgirls in an attempt to liberate themselves from bourgeois social rules. 38 One of Sharp's heroines, Anna, did not need to work due to her financial situation, but nonetheless found employment as an artist's model, transforming into a professional wageearning woman. Anna's reliance on mimicking a working-class woman illustrated her lack of liberty within her own class station. 39 Thus, texts featuring shopgirls illustrated female shop assistants' disruption of Victorian class structures. The mixing of classes within shops, the ability of shopgirls to emulate a higher social status, as well as fictional depictions of upper-class women transforming themselves into shopgirls produced social anxieties in Britain. The emergence of female shop assistants highlighted the ways that class structure was becoming increasingly fluid.
The emergence of female shop assistants and "shopgirls" also disrupted Victorian gender norms in terms of female morality. Nineteenth-century Victorian moral practices of the middleclasses regulated social interactions in both public and private spheres through an intricate set of rules outlined in books and etiquette manuals. 40 Although a handbook on women's employment published in 1894 deemed shop assistants to be an acceptable means of public employment for Victorian women, especially for women in need of an income, many citizens feared a decline in female morality, including female sexual morality. 41 Looking back to the female character created by Gissing, Monica Madden failed to maintain proper domestic practices once she married, illustrating to readers her lack of moral instruction during her upbringing. Madden represented the notion that young shopgirls received inadequate upbringings because they were not trained in domestic skills. 42 Thus, shop attendants' lack of domestic abilities equated to their decline in morals.
These moral concerns extended to the commercial setting, as shopgirls allegedly faced temptation in the form of fashionable goods and objects. As noted earlier, female shop assistants were expected to dress a certain way. For example, assistants who worked for drapers were expected to buy clothing attire from the shop, as a way to advertise, but also to maintain a uniform class status within the consumer space. 43 However, a few middle-class writers argued that this practice tempted shopgirls to purchase unnecessary items, leading them into debt and the decline of their morality. One writer noted that, "'[t]he [shop] girl loses in self-control and self-respect. She overspends herself in dress, and, tempted by the credit as well as the discount, runs up bills with her employer-an unscrupulous but not uncommon practice which secures the return of her wages to himself.'" 44 Socio-cultural notions regarding desire presented women as weak and unable to resist temptations, particularly when it came to consumer purchases.
Therefore, many citizens considered shop assistants at risk of going into debt due to their surroundings and frivolous desires for unnecessary consumer goods.
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Fears over female moral decline were further perpetuated by newspaper articles, which reported on the crimes of shopgirls. This comes to the fore in an 1898 court case, when a shopgirl was charged with theft. Having visited the hardware shop, one Mrs. Williams reported to the police that her purse had been stolen after placing it on the counter to pay. A seventeenyear-old shop assistant, Laura Greenfield, was later charged for stealing the purse. The detective on the case "…explained that the prisoner had admitted the theft to him, and restored the purse, which had been placed in the store-room… [and] that…none of the money [had been touched]."
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In addition, her employer testified on behalf of her good character. Yet, regardless of Greenfield admitting her wrong and returning the money, the court case reveals that women had increased opportunity to be immoral through their employment in the public sphere, perpetuating social anxieties pertaining to female shop assistants.
Anxieties over female shop assistants' morality extended to their sexual practices as well.
In the novels of Gissing, shopgirl transgressions of normative Victorian behaviour were expressed through sexual desire. 47 The "shopgirl" in novels was portrayed as "'a streetwise urbanite, a knowing city character of questionable respectability.'" 48 These narratives also figured in the periodical press, such as the Southampton Herald, which featured an excerpt of "A Shopgirl's Story" in 1885. The author described a public ball where a shopgirl met a former male customer. The male whispered to the shopgirl, "'may I call upon you the day after to-morrow?'" to which the shopgirl replied, "'Do…come and buy some gloves. I'm one of the young ladies at illustrates how working women, including shopgirls, sought pleasure in urban centres, which held delight, but also dangers. The shopgirl's becoming a part of the urban crowd was highly frowned upon. Urban streets were characterized as sites of both temptation and attraction, making the shopgirl a spectacle to leering men due to her dress and demeanour. 55 Therefore, urban centres, such as London, were allegedly dangerous for shopgirls not only because of hazardous working conditions, but dangerous public elements as well.
Ultimately, the figure of the shopgirl disrupted Victorian class and gender norms in the late nineteenth century. Further research could investigate the ways that socio-cultural anxieties and gender discourses that emerged alongside shifting consumption patterns in Britain during the latter half of the century carried into the twentieth century or whether the increase in women's involvement in the public sphere led to the disappearance of the socio-cultural anxieties examined in this paper. What is clear, however, is that female shop assistants and the "shopgirl" figure portrayed in nineteenth-century texts generated socio-cultural anxieties related to the loss of female domesticity, social mobility, female morality, and the dangers of urban centres for working women through their disruption of Victorian class and gender norms.
